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Abstract
Sentence-level extractive text summarization001
aims to select important sentences from a giv-002
en document. However, it is very challenging003
to model the importance of sentences. In this004
paper, we propose a novel Frame Semantic-005
Enhanced Sentence Modeling for Extractive006
Summarization (FS3), which leverages Frame007
semantics to model sentences from both intra-008
sentence level and inter-sentence level, facili-009
tating the text summarization task. In partic-010
ular, intra-sentence level semantics leverage011
Frames and Frame Elements to model inter-012
nal semantic structure within a sentence, while013
inter-sentence level semantics leverage Frame-014
to-Frame relations to model relationships a-015
mong sentences. Extensive experiments on016
two benchmark corpus CNN/DM and NYT017
demonstrate that FS3 model outperforms six018
state-of-the-art methods significantly.019

1 Introduction020

Extractive text summarization selects words, phras-021

es, or sentences from the original text to create a022

summary (Chan, 2018). In this paper, we focus023

on sentence-level extractive text summarization,024

which aims to select important and informative sen-025

tences from a given document. A key problem in026

this task is to model the salience of sentences, fo-027

cusing on not only the semantic information within028

sentences (intra-sentence), but also the relationship-029

s among sentences (inter-sentences). For example,030

in Figure 1(a), the sentence 2 is an important sen-031

tence and a part of final output summary. At the032

intra-sentence level, it has key phrases, such as fa-033

ther, bring your baby to sleep, less than one minute.034

At the inter-sentence level, it has meaningful rela-035

tions with other sentences 1 and 8.036

Recently sequence-to-sequence models have pro-037

duced promising results on the summarization task,038

which utilize encoder to obtain the representation039

of sentences and predict the final summary (Chen040

and Bansal, 2018; Zhong et al., 2020; Mendes et al.,041

Sentence 1:   As a new parent , one of the most trying parts of 

caring for a baby is letting them to go to sleep.

Sentence 2: You can say goodbye to sleepless nights thanks to 

one father who find a trick that can bring your baby to sleep in 

less than one minute.

Sentence 8: A father has made his baby fall asleep in 42 seconds.

F:Preventing_or_letting

F:CausationF:Becoming_aware F:Taking_time

F:Statement

F:Kinship

F:Kinship

F:Kinship

F:Taking_timeF:Causation

(a) An example adapted from the CNN/Daily dataset.

a trick that can  bring   your baby to sleep in less than one minute.

F:CausationFE:Actor FE: Effect FE: Time

(b) A Frame annotations.

F-to-F

Figure 1: (a) Frame relations across different sentences. (b)
Frame semantic structure within a sentence.

2019; Zhou et al., 2018; Liu and Lapata, 2019). 042

However, these methods mainly focus on modeling 043

sentences word-by-word and ignore the internal 044

semantic structure within a sentence. Besides, they 045

treat each sentence independently and thus over- 046

look the semantic relationships between sentences. 047

On the other hand, some graph-based methods 048

have been proposed to model relationships between 049

sentences, by first treating sentences as nodes in a 050

graph and then constructing relationships between 051

nodes (Jin et al., 2020). However, most of these 052

methods mainly construct relations based on sur- 053

face features, e.g., trigram overlapping (Jia et al., 054

2020), coreference (Xu et al., 2020), without con- 055

sidering the semantic relations between sentences. 056

We notice FrameNet (Fillmore et al., 1976; Bak- 057

er et al., 1998), a semantic database, can be lever- 058

aged to distil semantic structures of sentences by 059

defining some semantic units, such as Frame (F), 060

Frame Element (FE) and Target (T). As shown in 061

Figure 1(b), the T word bring evokes the Frame 062

Causation, which contains three FEs, i.e., Actor, 063

Effect, Time, where the FE Actor is filled by phrase 064

a trick. It is worth mentioning that FrameNet con- 065
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nects different relevant Frames by defining Frame-066

to-Frame (F-to-F) relations (e.g between Frame067

Causation and letting), which facilitate providing068

natural and effective ways to model semantic rela-069

tions between sentences (Guan et al., 2021).070

In this paper, we propose FS3, a novel Frame071

Semantic-Enhanced Sentence Modeling for Ex-072

tractive Summarization, which incorporates the073

hierarchical attention mechanism into the Graph074

Convolutional Network (GCN) (Kipf and Welling,075

2017) to model sentences from intra-sentence level076

and inter-sentence level based on Frame semantics.077

Specifically, intra-sentence and inter-sentence mod-078

elings are applied to capture the semantic structure079

information within a sentence and the semantic080

relations among sentences respectively. The contri-081

bution of this paper can be summarized as follows.082

1. To the best of our knowledge, we are the083

very first to leverage Frame semantics for ex-084

tractive summarization. We propose a novel085

FS3 method that leverages Frame semantics086

to model sentences from both intra-sentence087

level and inter-sentence level.088

2. We incorporate the hierarchical attention089

mechanism into a graph neural network,090

which dynamically models the interactions091

within and among sentences. In particular,092

intra-sentence level leverages Frame and FE093

to model the structure within a sentence, while094

inter-sentence level leverages F-to-F relations095

to model relationships among sentences.096

3. Extensive experimental results demonstrate097

FS3 outperforms six state-of-the-art models098

on two benchmark data CNN/DM and NYT.099

2 Methods100

Figure 2 provides an overview of the proposed101

model, mainly consisting of three key modules:102

(1) Semantic Graph Construction builds a103

Frame semantic-based semantic graph G for a given104

document D.105

(2) Frame Semantic-Enriched Sentence Mod-106

eling employs a novel attention-enhanced graph107

neural network to learn the semantic graph rep-108

resentations Cg, which utilizes intra-sentence and109

inter-sentence modeling to capture the semantic110

structure information within a sentence and the se-111

mantic relations among sentences respectively.112

(3) Prediction employs the document represen-113

tation Cd and graph representation Cg to predict its114

summary, i.e. whether we should select a sentence.115

2.1 Semantic Graph Construction 116

Formally, our semantic graph can be formalized 117

as G = (V, E). As shown in Figure 2, there are 118

three types of nodes: Frame nodes Vf , FE nodes 119

Vfe and sentence nodes Vsen, i.e., Vf ⊂ V,Vfe ⊂ 120

V,Vsen ⊂ V . In particular, Vf represents semantic 121

scenario information of sentences. Vfe describes 122

semantic unit of sentences, which consists of the 123

filled words corresponding to its FE. Different from 124

HAHSum (Jia et al., 2020), which keeps each in- 125

dividual word as one node, we design an attention 126

mechanism to aggregate the filled words into one 127

node to keep the completeness of information (Pan 128

et al., 2020). For example, in Figure 1(b), the filled 129

words your baby to sleep of FE Effect are consid- 130

ered as a whole. Finally, each sentence has a node 131

Vsen, denoting overall information of the sentence. 132

To capture rich semantic relationships within 133

and across sentences, we connect the different type- 134

s of nodes to form three different types of edges in 135

E : First, as a Frame typically consists of several 136

associated FEs, we connect multiple FEs to the cor- 137

responding Frame to obtain a better Frame repre- 138

sentation. Moreover, as a sentence usually contains 139

multiple Frames that represent several semantic s- 140

cenario, we connect multiple Frames to their corre- 141

sponding sentence to capture the enriched semantic 142

representation of the sentence. Finally, the impor- 143

tance of a sentence is reflected in its connections to 144

other sentences. The more connections a sentence 145

has, the more important it is (Page et al., 1998; Mi- 146

halcea and Tarau, 2004). Therefore, we connect 147

different sentences according to F-to-F relations. 148

2.2 Frame Semantic-Enriched Sentence 149

Modeling 150

We first encode the document D and Frame F via 151

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) individually. Then, we 152

integrate them into GCN (Kipf and Welling, 2017) 153

to obtain the Frame semantic-enriched sentence 154

representation from both intra-sentence and inter- 155

sentence level for extractive summarization. 156

2.2.1 Document Encoding 157

Given a documentD = {s1, s2, ..., sn}, which con- 158

tains n sentences, where si denotes the i-th sen- 159

tence of document D. Different from the original 160

BERT, which is trained to encode a single sentence 161

or sentence pair, we insert [CLS] and [SEP] tokens 162

at the beginning and the end of each sentence (refer 163

to bottom left of Figure 2). Then we obtain doc- 164

ument representation Cd by feeding D into BERT. 165
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Figure 2: The overview of our proposed FS3 model.

166 Cd = BERT (D) (1)167

The token [CLS] representations in Cd are used168

as the sentence representations Cs, to initialize the169

sentence nodes in our semantic graph G.170

2.2.2 Frame Encoding171

Since each Frame has a unique definition Fdef , we172

process the Fdef into the input format of BERT173

as: [CLS] Fdef [SEP] (refer to top left part of Fig-174

ure 2). Then, we feed the fdef into BERT (Chen175

et al., 2020), and regard the token [CLS] represen-176

tation as the Frame vector ef , which initializes the177

corresponding Frame node in semantic graph G.178

2.2.3 Semantic Graph Encoding179

As shown in middle part of Figure 2, we stack L180

graph encoder layers, which incorporate a hierar-181

chical attention mechanism into the GCN to encode182

the graph G = (V, E). At each encoder layer, we183

sequentially conduct intra- and inter-sentence mod-184

eling to update the node states. In this way, the final185

sentence node states encode the semantic informa-186

tion within and across sentences simultaneously.187

Specifically, assume that the representation for188

the l-th encoder layer through graph convolution189

operation is represented as hl = {hlf , hlfe, hlsen},190

where hlf , hlfe, and hlsen are the l-th layer node191

states of Vf , Vfe and Vsen, respectively. The192

learned Frame representation ef is used as the h0f193

and sentence representations Cs is used as the h0sen.194

Besides, we obtain the initial representation h0fe by195

computing the representation of the filled words196

from Cd with an attention mechanism. Then the197

updates of node states hlf = {hlfi}, h
l
fe = {hlfej},198

and hlsen = {hlsenk
}, consist of the following steps:199

Intra-Sentence Modeling. It aims to enrich sen- 200

tence representation by considering the semantic 201

structure (Frame, FE) within sentence. Specifically, 202

we design an attention mechanism Inner Att to ob- 203

tain Frame node representation H l
fi

by integrating 204

the information from its associated FE nodes based 205

on their importance (Bahdanau et al., 2015). 206

αi,j = softmax (AT
1 σ(W l

1h
l
fi +W l

2h
l
fej )) (2) 207

208H l
fi =

∑
j∈Nfi

αi,jh
l
fej (3) 209

Where σ is an activation function, andNfi is the 210

associated FE nodes of Vfi . A1, W l
1 and W l

2 are 211

parameter matrices. 212

As mentioned in 2.1, a sentence typically con- 213

tains several Frames and each Frame consists of 214

multiple FEs. We thus leverage the two level hier- 215

archical semantic information of Frame and FE to 216

enhance the sentence representation H̄ l
sen. 217

βk,i = σ(W l
3h

l
senk

+W l
4H

l
fi+W

l
5

∑
u∈Afi

hlfeu) (4) 218

219H̄ l
senk

=
∑

i∈Asenk

βk,iH
l
fi (5) 220

221Where Asenk
is Frame nodes of Vsenk , and Afi 222

is the set of FEs associated with Vfi . 223

Inter-Sentence Modeling. It aims to model 224

relationships among sentences. Specifically, we 225

design an attention mechanism Inter Att with an 226

element-wise operation to gather the semantic in- 227

formation of a sentence from its related sentence 228

nodes to update its current state H l
senk

(Kim et al., 229

2018). 230

ak,t = ρ(W l
6H̄

l
senk

+W l
7H̄

l
sent

) (6) 231

232
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Method CNN/DM dataset NYT dataset
R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

Lead3 (Liu and Lapata, 2019) 40.42 17.62 36.67 39.58 20.11 35.78
SummaRuNNer (Nallapati et al., 2017) 39.60 16.20 35.30 - - -
Exconsumm (Mendes et al., 2019) 41.7 18.6 37.8 43.18 24.43 38.92
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) 42.46 19.57 38.34 45.25 25.33 40.41
BertSumExt (Liu and Lapata, 2019) 43.85 20.34 39.90 46.66 26.35 42.6
MatchSum (Zhong et al., 2020) 44.41 20.86 40.55 - - -
FS3 44.72 21.38 40.87 47.32 26.87 43.25

Table 1: The comparison results among six state-of-the-art models and our proposed FS3 model on CNN/DM and NYT datasets.

H l
senk

=
∑

t∈Nsenk

ak,tH̄
l
sent

(7)233

234 Where Nsenk
is the neighbors of sentence node235

Vsenk , and ρ is an activation function. AfterL layers236

of graph propagation, we finally obtain final graph237

representation Cg = {H l
f , h

l
fe, H

l
sen}.238

2.3 Prediction239

We integrate semantic sentence representation Cs240

and sentence node representation H l
sen to predict241

the oracle labels (refer to the right part of Figure 2).242

243 yi = δ(FFN (Cs, H l
sen)) (8)244

Where δ represents the logistic function, FFN245

is a feed-forward network, and yi denotes the pre-246

diction probability. During training, we minimize a247

loss function, which is binary classification entropy248

of prediction yi against ground-truth label y∗i .249

L = − 1

|D|
∑

log p(y |D; θ) (9)250

3 Experiments251

3.1 Datasets & Evaluation Metrics252

We evaluate our proposed FS3 model on two popu-253

lar benchmark datasets, i.e., CNN/DM (Rush et al.,254

2015), NYT (Sandhaus, 2008). For CNN/DM, we255

employ the standard splits of training, validation,256

and test (109,962/13,368/11,490), following the257

previous work (Jia et al., 2020; Liu and Lapata,258

2019). For NYT dataset, we follow the same splits259

as (Durrett et al., 2016), i.e., 100834, 4000 and260

9706 samples for training, validation and test.261

Following the existing work, the performance262

is evaluated using standard ROUGE (Lin, 2004),263

including ROUGE-1 (R-1), ROUGE-2 (R-2) and264

ROUGE-L (R-L).265

3.2 Experimental Results266

Table 1 lists the comparison results among all sev-267

en models on two widely used benchmark datasets,268

i.e., CNN/DM, NYT. We have the following obser-269

vations: 1) the basic pre-trained model (BERT) and270

BERT-based models BertSumExt and MatchSum, 271

perform better than other models, which provides 272

good justifications on why we utilize BERT as our 273

encoder. 2) Our proposed FS 3 achieves better re- 274

sults than six other models consistently across the 275

two datasets in terms of three evaluation metrics, in- 276

dicating FS 3 can obtain a better sentence semantic 277

representations by effectively integrating multiple 278

semantic information, such as Frame and FE, using 279

our constructed semantic graph based on GCN. 280

3.3 Ablation Studies 281

We perform ablation studies to investigate the influ- 282

ence of two different modules in our FS 3 model. 283

As shown in Table 2, the deceasing results for re- 284

moving Intra-Sentence Modeling (-w/o Intra-att) 285

or Inter-Sentence Modeling (-w/o Inter-att) indi- 286

cate that both Intra- and Inter- sentence modelings 287

are useful for our model. Not surprisingly, the 288

-w/o both att model, removing the Intra- and Inter- 289

Sentence Modeling, obtains significantly worse per- 290

formance, signifying our proposed two attention 291

modules are critical for improving the quality of 292

summarization. Besides, we add case study and hu- 293

man evaluation in Appendix A and B respectively. 294

Method R-1 R-2 R-L
FS3 44.72 21.38 40.87
-w/o Intra-att 44.65 21.31 40.82
-w/o Inter-att 44.57 21.23 40.76
-w/o both att 43.74 20.41 40.13

Table 2: Ablation studies on CNN/DM data.

4 Conclusion 295

In this paper, we focus on sentence-level extrac- 296

tive summarization which is an important yet chal- 297

lenging task. We propose a novel FS3 method 298

that leverages Frame semantics to model sentences 299

from intra-sentence level and inter-sentence lev- 300

el, which can better model semantic information 301

within a sentence and across difference sentences. 302

Extensive experiments demonstrate its effective- 303

ness on benchmark data for summarization task. 304
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